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“IT’S BACK...” - Its never been away!!!

Women’s World Cup: The United States Women’s National Team captured the 2015 
FIFA Women’s World Cup in style, going undefeated and drubbing Japan 5-2 in the 
final. Carli Lloyd, a South Jersey native, played the role of hero. She joined 
Englishman Geoff Hurst as the only  players to score a hat trick in a World Cup Final, 
men’s or women’s. 

MLS: Steven Gerrard and Frank Lampard made their much-anticipated debuts for LA 
Galaxy  and New York City  FC, respectively. The arrival of Andrea Pirlo, Didier Drogba, 
and Gio Dos Santos were welcome surprises. The league continues to improve both in 
talent and coaching as the managers adjust to world class players. 

Lamar Hunt US Open Cup: For the second consecutive season, the Philadelphia 
Union reached the US Open Cup Final. We’ll find out September 30th if the Union can 
capture the first trophy in the club’s six year history when they take on Sporting Kansas 
City at PPL Park. 

Coaching Pathway: Eastern Pennsylvania staged several National E and D 
License courses over the summer. We also sent coaches to a C  License course in 
Delaware. We continue to strive to deliver the most informative forward thinking 
coaching information to our membership and beyond.

Changes to Soccer: The United States Soccer Federation announced significant changes to 
its youth programs in hopes of better developing young players. USSF, as well as US Youth 
Soccer, will switch to a calendar year designation for its age groups. Small-sided games will 
become mandatory  for the younger age groups. More information will come out in the coming 
weeks and months, but we know this marks the most significant shift in US youth soccer 
history. 

It was a busy summer of soccer at all levels of play. As we approach the new season 
let’s take a look back at some of the highlights. Soccer doesn’t stop and neither do we.

CONCACAF Gold Cup: The United States Men’s National Team started the summer 
with friendly  victories over The Netherlands and Germany. The Gold Cup, however, 
didn’t go to plan. Jamaica upset the US in the semifinal. The Americans went on to lose 
to Panama in the Third Place Game in penalties at PPL Park. Many  questioned Jurgen 
Klinsmann’s roster selections in the wake of the disappointment. It’ll be interesting to 
see how the USMNT fares against Gold Cup champion Mexico in their match October 
9th. The winner of that game will go to the 2016 Confederations Cup in Russia. 



 WOMEN’S COLLEGE MEN’S COLLEGE HIGH SCHOOL DEVELOPMENT ACADEMY

Sep. 20, 1:00PM
Temple v St. Josephs

Sep. 25, 7:00PM
Messiah v 

Penn State Berks

Sep. 15, 7:00PM
Drexel v U. Penn

Sep. 19, 7:00PM
Messiah v Rowan

Sep. 9, Girls
Pennridge v CB East

Sep. 10, Boys
Downingtown West v 

Unionville

Sep. 13,
PA Classics v 
Continental FC

Sep.20,
Continental FC v 

NY Red Bulls 

Game Watcher

COACHING EDUCATION HONOR ROLL

Summer 2015
Coaching Licenses 

Awarded

National E License 
Penn Legacy
Brandywine
FC Pocono
Horsham
Langhorne
Catasaqua
Nazareth 
Nether Prov.

• JUAN DELCID
• JONATHAN HARTZEL
• COURTNEY RADOSTI
• FARLENS BILLY
• CAITLIN MARIANIELLO
• THOMAS GISONDI
• ZURAB GOMIASHVILI
• MICHAEL CARBONI
• JONATHAN MEADE
• TYLER LORDI
• THOMAS GISONDI
• MATTHEW VALENTE
• DANIEL STERCHAK
• DAVID AWASUM
• CHRISTOPHER KLINE
• JENNIFER YODER
• MATTHEW SMITH

• JOSHUA TYLER
• CHELSEA CZARNIK
• JOHN REILLY
• BRIAN O'ROURKE
• JACOB KEMERY
• BRIAN LUDWIG
• DALTON ANDRUSKO
• LINDSEY BAKER
• KEITH BENNETT
• TAL BLAU
• TOM BOLAND
• SEAN BRENNAN
• GARY BROWN
• JOSE DAVILA
• SPENCER DEAN
• MARTIN GIBBINS
• SAMUEL GRIGGS
• ROBERT IORIO
• RON JAWORSKY
• TODD KANZINGER
• JASON KUTZ
• RICKY MILEWSKI
• KEITH MILLER
• MICHAEL MORRIS
• MARKUS ORTNER
• TAYLOR SIMS
• BRIAN TRABOSH

• MATTHEW VALENTE
• ERIC WESTRICH
• MATT ZUBER
• STEVE BETTYS
• CHARLES DIGBY
• KRISTY HANSEN
• ANTHONY REHRIG
• CHERYL TORRES
• CHRISTOPHER WALSH

U.S. NATIONAL TEAM MAJOR SOCCER LEAGUE ENGLISH PREMIER LEAGUE  LAMAR HUNT OPEN CUP

Sep. 8, 8:00PM
USMNT v Brazil

Sep. 20, 2:30PM
USWNT v Australia

Sep. 20, 7:00PM
Union v Houston

Sep. 26, 7:30PM
 New England v Union

Sep. 19, 7:45AM
Chelsea v Arsenal

Sep. 26, 7:45AM
Spurs v Man City

Sep. 30, 7:00PM
Union v Kansas City



MEET THE COACH 
Gregg Ramos, Leigh High Valley Soccer Club
LVU was founded by the late Lou 
Ramos, Greg's father. Greg Ramos 
played at Muhlenberg College under the 
tutelage of Jeff Tipping and has adopted 
many of "Tipp's" philosophies like 
developing skills first and finding space 
as keys to individual development, which 
leads to team development.
Ramos holds UEFA A and USSF A 
coaching license.
What player did you try to model your 
game?
When I was a young player, Diego 
Maradona.  I loved his individual flair and 
ability.
In the last ten years, Xavi Hernandez.  
As I aged and slowed down I began to 
appreciate the importance of passing, 
control and the search for pockets of 
space in regards to possession, tempo 
and game management.  
Who has been the biggest influence 
in your soccer coaching career?
My dad.   He taught me a lot about 
leading from the heart and with passion.  
I also learned first hand from watching 
him to not be afraid of your weaknesses.  
He'd often bring in specialists with 
strengths in areas that he was lacking.  
By doing that both he and the players 
improved tremendously.   My dad was a 
life long learner. 
Do you agree with US Soccer 
decision to have players 11 years old 
part icipating in developmental 
academies?
I agree with the fact that not only US 
Soccer, but our country as a whole 
needs to do better for our players in their 
formative years.  The experience players 
have early in their careers not only sets 
the tone for whether they will have 
acquired the levels technique and insight 
needed at higher levels of play later on, 
but most importantly, whether or not they 
will keep  a life long connection to the 
sport. 
What has been your biggest thrill in 
coaching teams at Lehigh Valley?
I love to hear from players 10 or 15 
years after I've coached them, that they 
are doing well and that their experience 
with us played a meaningful part in their 
successes. 
How was your college experience?
Very unique.   I had the opportunity of 
playing for Sasho Cirovski at University 
of Maryland as well as Jeff Tipping at 
Muhlenberg College.  There were 40,000 
students at Maryland.   My classes were 

in huge auditoriums, our soccer team 
flew to matches across the country and 
you could follow the basketball team on 
ESPN.   Muhlenberg at about 2,500 
students offered me classes often with 
fewer than 10-15 students.   The soccer 
program there was modest yet had a 
tight knit family-like feel to it.   I use these 
contrasting experiences when discussing 
the college process with our players in 
regards to Division I vs Division III, or a 
big school/athletic program vs a smaller 
environment.  
Briefly describe your program?
We consist of 36 boys and girls teams 
from U9-U18 as well as a PDL franchise.  
They compete in both US Youth Soccer 
and US Soccer Development Academy 
pathways.   We also have a 600 player 
recreational program.   These players 
play in-house or in a local DDP league.  
Your program is seen as a successful 
one what are your challenges?
Managing growth is challenging.  In 2007 
our club  only had 4 teams.   Staying true 
to our mission and vision through 
substantial growth over the last 8 years 
has been difficult, but at the same time 
rewarding and worth the effort as we are 
able to impact and connect with more 
members and staff.  
Any coaches you admire?
Here are my most influential Coaches.  
Taking my dad's good advice I've also 
had the privilege of bringing them all to 
LVU at some point throughout the years 
in order to continue my education and 
make the program stronger.  
My dad, as I've mentioned, was the 
biggest influence throughout my career. 
Rick Jacobs at St. Benedict's Prep 
taught me about paying attention to 
details, willing sacrifice and cultivating 
relationships.   I hadn't seen him in over 
ten years, but when my dad passed 
away January 1st, 2008, he was 
standing at my door January, 2nd.  
That's the meaning of a coach.  
Dave Robinson was teaching Growth 
Mindset 25 years ago.   At age twelve he 
got me to understand that so much of a 
player's ability can be nurtured through 
the processes of hard work and goal 
setting.   He was ahead of his time, and 
was my dad's biggest influence.  
Rob Hurley at EPA State Select (ODP) 
and FC DELCO  taught me a lot about 
style of play on the field and integrity off 
of it.   Rob  always does the right thing.  
He's a rock that way.  

A l so w i t h 
EPA State 
S e l e c t 
(ODP) I had 
Mike Gorni.  
P l a y e r s 
( inc lud ing 
me) love to 
p l a y f o r 
C o a c h 
Gorni.   He 
is a great 
motivator and tactician.  He suffers along 
with the players through the ups and 
downs and is one of the most loyal 
people I know.  
Jeff Tipping at Muhlenberg was a huge 
reason why I became a coach.   He is a 
true academic and has a burning 
curiosity not only for soccer but life in 
general.   He made me start my licenses 
when I was 20 allowing me to finish my 
NSCAA Premier and US Soccer A 
license by age 25, and was with me in 
Belfast when I graduated the UEFA A 
license at age 27.  
Do you see distinctive styles of play 
throughout the state?
I do, and I think it is a great thing.   For 
me there is no one right way to play or 
teach the game.   All of the teams that 
I've played for were unique in their own 
way.  I've taken with me the best of all of 
those experiences and developed my 
way of doing things.   I also believe 
p l a y e r s i n fl u e n c e s t y l e .   T h e 
characteristics of a group  of players 
definitely influences my stylistic choices 
for teams.   
If you could change one thing in 
youth soccer what would it be? and 
why?
The youth soccer world is very dynamic 
and ever changing.   With the multiple 
g o v e r n i n g b o d i e s , l e a g u e s , 
organizations, tournaments, player 
passes, age group  cut offs, etc...   it can 
be very difficult for clubs to create a 
streamlined and effective pathway for 
players and teams that carries through 
from the youngest ages to the oldest.   I 
be l ieve in the f ree market and 
competition pushing innovation and 
advancement in the 
sport.   That being said, 
coaches, clubs and 
p a r e n t s c a n b e 
overwhelmed by all the 
choices. 



A complete warm-up program 
The 11+

For the complete FIFA “The 11+” cards 
they are available on the website"

Available on EPYSA.org

The U.S. Soccer Digital Coaching Center (DCC), is a state-of-the art online educational platform. The 
DCC allows coaches to create a personal profile, register for courses, communicate with technical staff, 
take part in online courses, create session plans with an online graphics tool, access an archive of U.S. 
Soccer training sessions and much more.

DIGITAL COACHING CENTER (DCC)



U6 Week 1 By G Stephenson, Assistant Technical Director

TECHNICAL WARM-UP

Red Light/Green Light: 

TRAINING AREA = 20W x 30L. Each player has a ball at their feet in 
the space. Players start at one end of the space and race to the 
opposite end with the ball. Coach is the traffic conductor Red light = 
Stop & players put their foot on the ball. Yellow light = Slow down & 
players must dribble slowly Green light = Go & player dribble down the 
field Speeding Ticket = if I player gets caught speeding, and cannot 
stop them ball. Run over to the conductor with the ball. Step out of the 
game, and pay for the ticket with toe touches or juggles

Guided Questions: 
What parts of the foot can we use to stop the ball?
Where should we looking dribbling?    What part of the foot can we use 
to go fast? slow?

SMALL-SIDED ACTIVITY

GAME

 All the Surfaces - Ball Manipulation 

TRAINING AREA = 20W x 30L. Each player has a ball at their feet in 
the space. Coach should demonstration how to touch the ball with all 
the surfaces - Inside, Outside, Bottom (sole), Heel, and Toe. Players 
should dribble around and wait for the coach to call "PART OF THE 
FOOT - TOE" - in which they then dribble with that part of the foot to 
the ball. Encourage them to use see how fast they can go inside, 
Outside, Bottom (sole), Heel, and Toe

Guided Questions: 

What part of the foot can we use to dribble?   Where should we dribble 
the ball?   Where should you look to dribble the ball?

SMALL-SIDED ACTIVITY

Slot Machine Match-ups 

TRAINING AREA = 20W x 30L. Place (1) goal at each end of the 
space. Number the players #1-4 if possible. Position each group, white 
& red on opposite sides of Coach. Coach will play a ball into the field 
and call a (#) number(s). If your number is called run onto the field. If a 
goal is scored, or the ball goes out of bounds, run quickly back to your 
line. Play 1v1, 1v2, 2v2, 2v3, 3v3 - Rotate numbers

Guided Questions? 

What parts of the foot can we use to stop the ball?     Where should 
we looking dribbling?    What part of the foot can we use to go fast? 
slow?   What should you do when you are close to goal?

Scrimmage

Play 3v3. Set up as many fields as the numbers will allow (20W x 
30L). Play for 6 minutes, get a water break, and play again.

Reinforce all points above



U8 Week 1 By G Stephenson, Assistant Technical Director

TECHNICAL WARM-UP

Follow the Leader

TRAINING AREA = 20W x 30L. Divide the players into groups evenly. Each 
player should have a ball. Designate (1) players the group's leader. The leader 
should dribble throughout the space, changing speed & direction. The rest of 
the group should keep and not allow large gaps between each other. After 
30-45 sec rotate leaders.

Technique of Dribbling: -Head up, eyes looking forward, light on your toes -
Quick feet to avoid defenders and change direction with the ball 

Tactics of Dribbling: -Look for open space. -Keep the ball close when 
defenders are nearby -Bigger touches into space to go fast

SMALL-SIDED ACTIVITY

GAME

 All the Surfaces - Ball Manipulation

TRAINING AREA = 20W x 30L. Each player has a ball at their feet in the 
space. Coach should demonstration how to touch the ball with all the surfaces 
- Inside, Outside, Bottom (sole), Heel, and Toe. Players should dribble around 
and wait for the coach to call "PART OF THE FOOT - TOE" - in which they 
then touch that part of the foot to the ball. Encourage them to use see how fast 
they can go inside, Outside, Bottom (sole), Heel, and Toe

Technique of Dribbling: -Head up, eyes looking forward, light on your toes -
Quick feet to avoid defenders and change direction with the ball 

Tactics of Dribbling: -Look for open space. -Keep the ball close when 
defenders are nearby -Bigger touches into space to go fast

SMALL-SIDED ACTIVITY

Pacman

TRAINING AREA = 20W x 30L. Place the ball in a group, and position cones 
around them. Coach starts out as pacman. Dribble around and pass the ball 
into players legs (BELOW THE KNEE). If they get hit, then go and retrieve a 
ball, and join as pacman. Play until (1) player remains. They get to start as 
Pacman the next game

Technique of Dribbling: -Small touches to change direction (inside & outside 
foot) -Large touches to go faster (outside foot) -Bottom of foot (sole) to stop 
moving and change direction 

Tactics of Dribbling & Passing: -Anticipate where the player will run -Pass & 
dribble into space the player is moving

Play 4v4. Set up as many fields as the numbers will allow (20W x 30L). 

Play for 8 minutes, get a water break, and play again.

Reinforce all coaching points above



U10 Week 1 By G Stephenson, Assistant Technical Director
Improving players ability to beat players in 1v1 situations through individual 
dribbling moves

TECHNICAL WARM-UP

4v4 Endzone Soccer – 
TRAINING AREA= 30W x 40L. Build a small "endzone" at each end 
of the field = 30W x 5L. Score by dribbling into th endzone. Players 
can only enter the endzone if they are dribbling the ball, or 
recovering defensively after the person dribbling the ball. 1pt. = 
dribble into endzone under control; 2pts = beat (1) opponent, and 
dribble into the endzone under control; 5pts = beat more than (1) 
opponent, and dribble into endzone under control; **Play to 10pts.

Coaching Points
Keep your head up when receiving the ball, or in possession to 
identify areas of the field to penetrate with the dribble.
If there is space behind a defender, look dribble and change 
direction to unbalance the defender
*What - Recognizing 1v1 situations to try and beat your opponent
*Where - Open space in front, and behind the defender

EXPANDED SMALL-SIDED ACTIVITY

GAME

Free Dribble & 1v1 Moves

TRAINING AREA = 30W x 40L. All players in the space have a ball 
at their feet. Freely dribble throughout the space, performing 
individual moves. On coaches command players can perform:
*Inside-Outside,  Step-over & go, pull-push-go, outside cut, inside 
cut, etc.

Coaching Points
Dribble with the outside of your foot to accelerate into open space 
with the ball away from your body (toe down, heel up). Dribble with 
the inside of your foot to change directions, or maintain possession 
closer to your body to keep it away from your opponents (heel 
down, toe up)
*Where - Into open space by changing direction and speed
*When - The moment space becomes available & I recognize that I 
can enter it

SMALL-SIDED ACTIVITY

7v7 - 3 goals & 1 goal
TRAINING AREA= 50W x 60L. Place (1) large goal at one end of 
the field and (3) small goals made from cones at the other end of 
the field, approximately 3 yards wide. Position balls at each of the 
field for easy access. Play for set period of time, or number of goals 
(determined by coach). Players scoring on the small goals, score by 
passing the ball through the cones. 1pt. = score a goal; 2pt = beat 
(1) opponent, and score a goal; 5pts = beat more than (1) 
opponent, and score a goal

Coaching Points
Dribble with speed & change directions when attacking open space, 
or an alone defender
Look to pass, and keep possession if there are several defenders 
around/near the ball
*Who - The player with the ball*Why - Taking players off the dribble 
will open up space for teammates throughout the rest of the field

Play 7v7 with specific formations for each team.

Reinforce all points above



U12 Week 1 By G Stephenson, Assistant Technical Director
Improve player's ability to to use the dribble to help set up the pass

TECHNICAL WARM-UP

 3v2 - Dribble Goals (2)

TRAINING AREA = 20W x 30L. Play (2) goals on each end-line using (4) 
cones. The goals should be 3 yards wide. Designate a group of attackers (3), 
and a group of defenders (2). Play 3v2, scoring by dribbling through the gate. 
Rotate attack & defense. *If the defense win the ball they can attack the goals 
on the opposite endline.

Coaching Points:
Point your standing leg/plant foot towards the player or space you wish to 
pass the ball; Follow through with your foot after you pass the ball to increase 
speed and accuracy when passing
What - Recognizing the moment to attack & engage the defender with the 
dribble; Why - To enable commit the defender, which will open more space for 
my teammates to enter without the ball

EXPANDED SMALL-SIDED ACTIVITY

GAME

2v0 - Combination Play

TRAINING AREA = 20W x 30L. Place a "defender" (wall man, cone, pole, 
etc.) in the center of the space. Form (4) lines in each corner of the field with 
ball. The player with the ball dribbles towards the defender to "commit" them. 
Then plays pass to teammate. Both players run off the field, and stand in the 
next line. The next group begins a similar movement. **Combinations = Take-
over, through ball, overlap, dribble-give/go

Coaching Points:

Dribble with the laces of the foot when dribbling at speed; Pass with the inside 
of the foot to be more accurate & strike the middle of the ball when passing  
Who - The player with the ball, and teammates around the ball; What - The 
laces of the foot should be used when dribbling at speed; Where - Pass to the 
open space in front of me

SMALL-SIDED ACTIVITY

7v7 - 3 goals & 1 goal
TRAINING AREA= 50W x 60L. Place (1) large goal at one end of 
the field and (3) small goals made from cones at the other end of 
the field, approximately 3 yards wide. Position balls at each of the 
field for easy access. Play for set period of time, or number of goals 
(determined by coach). Players scoring on the small goals, score by 
passing the ball through the cones. 1pt. = score a goal; 2pt = beat 
(1) opponent, and score a goal; 5pts = beat more than (1) 
opponent, and score a goal

Coaching Points
Dribble with speed & change directions when attacking open space, 
or an alone defender
Look to pass, and keep possession if there are several defenders 
around/near the ball
*Who - The player with the ball*Why - Taking players off the dribble 
will open up space for teammates throughout the rest of the field

Play 9v9 with specific formations for each team.

Reinforce all points above



U14 Week 1 By G Stephenson, Assistant Technical 
Director Improve teams ability to build up from the defensive half

TECHNICAL WARM-UP

7v6 to midline

TRAINING AREA = 60W x 55L. Use players #1,2,3,4,5,6,8.  Red team scores by 
successfully dribbling under control across the mid-line. White team scores on the 
big goal.

Coaching Points:
Application of technique (passing, receiving, dribbling) ; Timing of support without 
the ball should be as the ball travels, before the player receives the ball; Expand 
supporting runs wide with a curved path; Accelerate forward without the ball 
through angled runs for supporting penetrating runs

EXPANDED SMALL-SIDED ACTIVITY

GAME

7v0 Shadow Play

TRAINING AREA = 60W x 55L. Use players #1,2,3,4,5,6,8. Ball originates from the 
GK. GK plays the ball out from the defensive half, and the team builds in 
possession. Repetition ends when player dribbles the ball under control across the 
halfway line. 
Variations:
Look to develop new patterns and movements to enable #2,3,8 to carry the ball 
under control across the line  

Coaching Points:
Application of technique (passing, receiving, dribbling) Receive passes across their 
body with their inside foot; Receive first touch forward into space if there is no 
pressure; receive sideways or backwards if there is pressure; Possession passes = 
to the players feet; Penetration passes = into space for the players to advance 
without the ball

SMALL-SIDED ACTIVITY

9v8 to 1 goal & 3 goals

TRAINING AREA = 60W x 75L. Place (3) goals on the end-line below the half 
way line. Place (1) goal on the opposite end-line. Use players 
#1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,11.  Red (9) v White (8). Red scores on (3) small goals, white 
scores on (1) large goal. 

Coaching Points
What - The moment to build possession; Passing – Accuracy, Timing, and 
weight of passes ; Support of the ball – Timing, angle, and distance of support

Play 9v9 game with specific formations for each team.

Reinforce all points above

GK-3-2-3



U16 Week 1 By G Stephenson, Assistant Technical Director
GK Angle play based on shape of the Back 4

TECHNICAL WARM-UP

7v7 to 1 large goal, & 2 small goals. 

TRAINING AREA = 60W x 55L. Place (1) large goal the end-line, and (2) small 
goals on the halfway line. Balls always start with white team in possession from 
the midline. White scores on large goal, red scores on small goals.

Coaching Points
Application of technique – collection the ball, distribution, and footwork to position 
for collection
What - Reading the body shape of the defense; Who – GK; When - The moment 
the defense forces the play central or wide; Where - In the defending half, as the 
ball enters shooting range for the opposition; Why - Reading the defensive body 
shape and being prepare will allow the GK to position themselves more efficiently 
to make more saves

EXPANDED SMALL-SIDED ACTIVITY

GAME

Double 18 Shot Stopping 

TRAINING AREA = 44W x 36L. Build a "second" 18 yard box off the existing 18 
yard box. Have the white 18 yard box line serve as the midline between the two 
zones. In (1) zone = K, #3,4,5,2 v (2) attackers; in the (2) zone = #6 v (4) attackers. 
Balls always start with white opposition in far grid with (4) attackers. Their objective 
is to strike on goal, or combine with their (2) attackers. If red team wins possession 
they can shot on goal, or combine with #6 to go to goal. ALL PLAYERS ARE 
RESTRICTED TO THEIR SPACE/ZONE

Coaching Points
Application of technique – collection the ball, distribution, and footwork to position 
for collection
What - Reading the body shape of the defense; Who – GK; When - The moment the 
defense forces the play central or wide; Where - In the defending half, as the ball 
enters shooting range for the opposition; Why - Reading the defensive body shape 
and being prepare will allow the GK to position themselves more efficiently to make 
more saves

SMALL-SIDED ACTIVITY

9 v 8 to large goals. 

TRAINING AREA = 60W x 70L. Place one goal on each end-line of the space. 
White team (8) and attack red team (9).

Coaching Points
What - Reading the angle & shape of the #10,7,11, 6 and positioning the back 4 
accordingly; Who – GK; When - The moment white is in possession; Why - 
Organizing the back 4 based on the highest defenders will help to prevent shots 
from coming on goal, and all for better anticipation of the penetration balls from 
the opposition

Play 9v9 game with specific formations for each team.

Reinforce all points above

GK-3-2-3



to bring coaching education topics to the fans and coaches who 
are supporters of the Union. This partnership is unique to most 
state associations but both parties in Eastern Pennsylvania see 
numerous benefits to working together. These "Chalk Talks" will
bring the latest methodology from US Soccer's Coaching 
Education Department and provide correlating information from a 
Union's professional perspective. 

Hear the line-up &  thoughts from the Union coaching staff, 
before the game, before anyone else!

COACHING INSIGHTCHALK TALK
Eastern Pennsylvania Youth Soccer and the Philadelphia Union 
join forces in a partnership...

Upcoming Chalk Talk
    

  vs    

Team talk ahead of kick off...

MLS League Game
Saturday, 12 September at 7:00PM 

Register for a Chalk Talk today and receive:
• An introduction and explanation of Game Analysis as used by 

the U.S. Soccer Federation Coaching Education Department
• Insight of the current game day line-up as well as trends and 

strengths of the competing team from Philadelphia Union 
Coaching Staff

• Access to pre-game warm-ups
• Opportunity to submit analysis to the State Office for feedback from Director of Coaching, Mike Barr 

Be a part of the action and register today to be one of 30 coaches to experience a pre-
game talk with coaching staff of the Philadelphia Union.

To attend a Chalk Talk, you must have a 
valid ticket to that day’s Philadelphia 
Union game. Use the discount code 

“EPYS14” at
 www.philadelphiaunion.com/promo




